the larger NAA Guardians or are
available from Crimson Trace as
grips alone. I got another one of the
nicest guys in the world, Ken Friel,
NAA's General Manager, to get me
out a set to try on my Guardian .380.
What follows is not a shooting
test but an analysis of why this
combination could become one of the
most important personal
defense/police backup units ever
devised. And, yes, I really mean that.
The concept is that important.
Up until now, although some
laser-related attempts have been
made concerning the equipping of
pocket-size semi-automatics, nothing
has achieved the sublime simplicity
and utter reliability of the Crimson

here has been a truly exciting
innovation about which I have
recently been made re-aware.
At SHOT Show 2007 I had a lot of
things on my mind. When the folks at
North American Arms showed me a
set of Crimson Trace Laser Grips
built for the larger of their two pocket
pistols-the Guardian in .380 ACP or
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.32 NAA-I was impressed; however,
so many things happened just before
and right after the SHOT Show that I
had forgotten about this new product.
My old friend Sandy Chisholm, one
of the nicest guys in the world, is the
man behind NAA. Sandy telephoned
me to chat and mentioned that the
production version of those Crimson
Trace Grips had just started to arrive.
Normally, they are being shipped on

Then, along came Detonics with
the CombatMaster, a .45 not much
larger than a Walther PPK/S, and
only a tad longer than a J -Frame
Smith & Wesson. It is a wonderful
gun, of which I am obviously a fan.
In the intervening years, there have
appeared many large-caliber smaller
guns, whether in .45 ACP, like the
Detonics, or 9mm or .40 like the
Kahr pistols and the SIG 239s, or so
many other models from these and
many other makers. Size
shrank-Detonics, Kahr, SIG, or
what-have-you, being about the same
size as the typical .380s and .32s.
The search for the most caliber in

Trace concept. The .380 ACP
cartridge has always been considered
a compromise in the quest for the
most powerful cartridge in the ultra
smallest package. Back in the 1970s,
pistoleros really in the know had
pre-GCA '68 Walther PPKs in .380
ACP slicked up to handle Super-Vel
Hollow Points, then sent the guns off
for refinishing in everything from the
truly superb Metalife SS Chromium
M finish to the ever-mysterious
"black chrome," which wasn't really
chrome, as far as I could determine.
The purpose of this exercise was to
have an automatic pistol that
combined the best qualities of small
size and effective caliber in as
durable as possible a package.
Let's get some perspective. For
starters, there was/is nothing wrong
with a 2-inch snubby .38, especially
the Smith & Wesson J-Frames. They
were/are a little thicker to conceal
than an auto, but not much, that
five-round cylinder only a little wider
than the slide of a Walther PP series
pistol. That five-round cylinder was,
of course, part of the problem. "Only
five shots!" That's usually ample. "So
slow to reload!" Ever hear of one of
the excellent Safariland J - Frame
speedloaders?
They work like a charm. "You

can't put a suppressor on
a revolver!" Well, you
can, but they do virtually
no good at all. However,
precious few of us use a
suppressor. Automatics
were cool-looking, "just
like James Bond." Can't
argue with that, really.
Sean Connery was the
king of cool as 007, even
though in the first movie,
"Dr. No," the gun he was
given was a Walther PP,
not a PPK, and the scene
with the suppressor in
which 007 puts a couple
of "dents" in the hide of
Professor Dent involves
a hammerless 1910
Browning "standing in" for the
Walther, for which the production
crew evidently did not have a variant
with a threaded barrel to accept that
suppressor. Never mind all of that.
Those "black-chromed" PPKs in .380
were great for their day when loaded
with those Lee Jonas Super-Vels. I
carried one (mine wasn't black
chrome, and it was a PPK/S).
Somewhere, I've still got the last box
of .380 Super-Vels Lee Jurras had; he
took it out of the glove compartment
of his Pantera and sent it to me.

a medium-frame automatic-sized
package is the past. The question
now is, "How much caliber can we
get in a small-frame auto package?"
There are ultra-small 9mms, smaller
than the Kahr or SIG 239. There was
the Downsizer, a single-shot .45 ACP
(also reportedly available in other
calibers) about the size of a package
of cigarettes. But, for normal
considerations, .32 ACP, .32 NAA or
.380 ACP is as large a caliber as can
be, practically used in a small-frame
auto with manageable recoil at this

911 is a magic shield somehow and
that guns are used only by evil-doers.
So, the truly smallest effective
package is a potentially life-saving
asset. And nothing beats a
pocket-carried small auto for absolute
concealment. Yet, these guns are
often hard to hit with at much beyond
a few yards. The would-be murderer
who must be stopped might well be
50 or 60 feet away when he had to be
engaged by a good person, lest
innocent persons be killed or
wounded.
Crimson Trace Laser Grips to the
rescue! It is no secret that one of
Crimson Trace's hottest sellers has
always been for the J - Frame Smith
& Wessons. Crimson Trace makes its
grips for the Walther PPK/S and
Walther PP (the Walthers' grip
frames are identical, of course).
There are Crimson Trace units for the
Glock 26/27 and the Glock 29/30.
These are all smallish guns, but none
of them as unobtrusive as a true
small-frame auto. The Crimson Trace
Laser Grips for the Guardian .380 or
.32 NAA represent the smallest

stage in firearms development.
We live in an age of homicidal
idiots going to the mall for suicide by
cop and manic murderers mowing
down churchgoers. Eventually,
terrorism may very well manifest
itself here through similar attacks.
Private citizens and off-duty cops
will be finding themselves in the
position of either being a duck in a
shooting gallery, vainly fleeing for
their lives, or attempting to engage a
deadly target who is well-prepared
for a violent encounter and willing,
even wishing, to die. Concealment is
more important than ever because
there are still loads of people out
there who blindly accept the fact that

mating of Crimson Trace Laser Grips
to a handgun ever undertaken.

Why is this so important?

Most of these true small frame
pistols have vestigial sights at best;
some, like the Seecamp - of which I
am a great fan-have no sights at all.
For typical defensive scenarios, this
is not a consideration, not a big deal.
Now, however, consider some
heavily armed deranged person out
for some thrill killing at the mall or in
your church parking lot or at the
supermarket or wherever the would be killer feels his victims will be
most vulnerable. Using a 4 3/4- inch
long pocket pistol with a barrel
.01-inch shorter than 2 1/2 inches for
deadly accurate shooting at 50 or 60
feet would have given fits to the great
shooters like Wild Bill Hickok,
Wyatt Earp or Bill Jordan and a lot of
missed shots. Add Crimson Trace
Laser Grips adjusted to be dead-on at
50 feet (they come nominally zeroed
for that, but may need adjustment, an
easy task even I have finally
mastered). Now, if one must, one can
accurately engage a man-size target
with a pocket-size semiauto equipped
with rudimentary fixed sights at
distances never before realistic for
even the best shooters. Remember
that even the most powerful .380s are
still only .380s, so accurate shot
placement would be even more
critical than with a more potent
cartridge.
With this combination of NAA
Guardian .380 and Crimson Trace
Laser Grips, if the situation becomes
that desperate, one could possibly
save lives by engaging a would - bekiller. Where the laser dot appears,
essentially, the bullet will strike. God
forbid that anyone reading this might
ever have to undertake so grim a task.
But, if push comes to shove, that
option is now open.

If my feeling so strongly about
this offends anyone, then it does.
Would I rather have a larger pistol in
a larger caliber in circumstances so
terribly dire? Of course! I'd much
prefer a rifle, and even more so, the
timely arrival of the local SWAT
team. But, failing that rifle and the
convenient appearance of heavily
armed good guys, with the Guardian
and its new Crimson Trace Laser
Grips, one would not be helpless, one
could save lives with a few
accurately placed shots.
That's important.
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